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press the start button to begin your adventure. while playing the game, you should see a 10-20 second loading screen before the game is
loaded. the game loads pretty quickly, but you might see some loading screens. if your character has any missing health, the game will
display a red health bar. press the m button to access the character menu, which allows you to change your class, equipment, as well as

adjust your stats. while in the character menu, press the m button to access the inventory menu. you can access this menu by pressing the i
button on the right side of your gamepad. here, you can change your armor, weapons, health, and skills. battle for middle-earth is a

standalone single player campaign that takes place after the fall of the third age of middle-earth. it is a prequel to the age of the ring, where
sauron's forces invade eriador and take the lonely mountain. in the game, it's not just one faction against the other, but you can play as

either gondor or rohan, each with their own storyline and playable heroes. you can also play as balrogs or orcs and much more. the original
game was released in 2010 for pc, and was also available on ios and android. because battle for middle-earth is completely free to play, you
don't need to buy any item packs to progress in the game. the best way to avoid this, and also to make sure the mod is up to date, is to use

the battle for middle-earth: reforged mod. the mod has also been tested on a wide variety of systems ranging from pcs to macs. the mod
has no issues with any computer system and should work on any kind of computer. the mod is a very big mod, so be aware of that and

make sure you have enough hard disk space. the mod comes in both an installer and an update. the installer is fully modifiable, and you can
modify it to fit your computer. you can even download and install the mod on a computer without an internet connection.
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battle for middle-earth is released under the gpl 3.0
license. the mod is free to download and play and

has no form of drm. you are free to modify the mod
and add new features to it. this means that you can

create your own mods for the mod, and you can
even create your own levels if you want to. once you
have downloaded the mod, you will need to extract
the files from the archive. to do so, simply right click
on the archive and select extract all. once the files

are extracted you will need to place them in the
game folder for the lord of the rings, the rise of the
witch-king. if none of the three previous steps have
resolved your issue, you can try a more aggressive
approach (note: not recommended for amateur pc

users) by downloading and replacing your
appropriate game.dat file version. we maintain a
comprehensive database of 100% malware-free
game.dat files for every applicable version of the

lord of the rings: the battle for middle-earth ii.
please follow the steps below to download and
properly replace you file: please note that the

download may take some time, depending on your
connection and how stressed out the servers

currently are. downloading on either of these two
servers is recommended as they guarantee virus-
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free versions of the mod. since 4.0 and the release
of the launcher you will no longer have to download
a new version every time but merely update it from
the launcher. the latest fully released version is 4.5,

it is recommended to download that if you are
installing the mod since it will immediately be

patched to 4.5 and greatly reduce the time required
for the game to update. the latest version is 4.5.5,

you can obtain this version by updating through the
launcher. 5ec8ef588b
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